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CREATIVE PROJECTS 

  

Mal Aire, Patricia Santana 

(Spanish to English) 

October – November 2019 

This script following an indigenous teen from her home to a major city features 

fascinating blends of language, requiring particular innovation for the English dialog. 

 

Working with Amanda has been a really satisfying experience and I totally recommend 

her. She's not only extremely professional, but also flexible, thoughtful in her translation 

and detail-oriented. I look forward to working with her again. 

 

El tablero de los sueños (Spanish to English) June – July 2019 

Oscar Andrés Nchaso Bekari creates a true dream world in this novel, offering unique 

work with metaphor, surrealism, and truly creative writing techniques in translation. 

 

El libro de los sueños (Spanish to English) June – July 2019 

Carlos Keil’s book of poems winds through nautical and corporal imagery, a platform to 

work with translating rhythm and sound alongside meaning.  

 

Respira (Spanish to English) April – June 2019 

Marta Yanci Serrano’s novel traverses family ties across Spain, France, Holland, and 

Morocco in the 1970s and today, calling for exploration into slang across decades. 

 

El viaje interior (Spanish to English) February – May 2019 

This fiction novel draws on self-help and travel writing, combining both casual dialog 

and the elevated, almost mystical speech of enlightened characters. 

 

El águila real (Spanish to English) February – May 2019 

This epic novel provided the opportunity to work with a variety of styles, notably 

detective and romance genres, while throwing in a dash of magical realism.  

 

The Virgin of Glendale (Spanish to English) February 2019 

This script translation required knowledge of and research on casual dialog and slang. 
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Empresas encandiladas en la era digital (Spanish to English) August – October 2018 

The book’s primary focus on business incorporates historical anecdotes and literary 

references that demanded creative translation work. 

 

“Amanda delivered good work and I enjoyed working with her. Her communication was 

top-notch, she met deadlines, and her skills were reasonably strong. She helped me with 

additional questions. I enjoyed working with Amanda and will likely have additional jobs 

for her in the future.” 

 

Memoir chapter (Spanish to English) August 2018 

The chapter on a 1960s playwright contained expressions specific to Argentina and had a 

high literary tone. 

 

Pollito Chiquito and Gruñetas (Spanish to English) June 2018 

These two children’s books were each about 1000 words. 

 

“Great work and easy to work with. Amanda was really helpful.” 

 

Writings by María Zambrano (Spanish to English) January – May 2018 

I translated essays and letters by Spanish philosopher María Zambrano as a research 

assistant at Duke University. 
 

 

 

 

ACADEMIC PROJECTS 

  

Linguistic research (French to English) November – December 2018 

The investigation compared discourse markers in Romandy and Quebec, drawing on 

quantitative and qualitative data that required especially careful treatment. 

 

“It was my first time on Upwork but I had to get a paper translated within short notice 

for school. I was really stressed to delegate this work to someone I didn't know. However, 

Amanda surpassed my expectation and even managed to submit the translation before the 

deadline. I will definitely hire her again in the future Thanks Amanda :)” 

 

Sociology research (Spanish to English) May – June 2018 

This doctoral research on the experiences of Mexican immigrants in the U.S. included 

both scholarly writing and transcribed quotes from interviewees.  

 



“It is a delight to work with Amanda. Good quality of work, great communication and 

cooperation. When my professor asked for it, she volunteered to do some changes on the 

tense of some verbs without asking for an extra payment. She meets deadlines, and 

sometimes has the materials ready before.” 

 

Cultural studies thesis (Spanish to English) July 2014 

I translated my master’s thesis on regional fanzines, including written interviews, from 

Spanish to English. 

 

 

ADDITIONAL WORK 

  

IPT Translations (Spanish to English) August 2018 – present  

I regularly work with IPT to provide a wide variety of translations, focusing largely on 

blog and social media posts for a business in the transportation and engineering sector. 

 

Television programming (French to English) November 2018 

The translations of the titles and descriptions for nine television shows had a character 

limit that called for careful, creative planning. 

 

“Quick and perfect work, thanks!” 

 

Personal narrative (Spanish to English) October 2018 

The short biographical piece included familiar, colloquial descriptions and terms specific 

to studying medicine. 

 

“Fantastic to work with. Would recommend.” 

 

Newspaper articles (Spanish to English) September – October 2018 

The five articles from prominent Spanish newspapers followed the professional 

trajectories of Spanish entrepreneurs in the field of startups both in Spain and the U.S. 

 
 

Website translation (Spanish to English) August 2018 

The repeat client’s website for online banking required some financial and legal 

knowledge. 

 

“Amanda Foy was Very detail-oriented and friendly to work with.” 

“Second time working with Amanda Foy, Quality of work is consistent and on point.” 

 

Interview transcription and translation (Spanish to English) June 2018 



The 34 minutes of interviews focused on non-profit work to support survivors of sex 

trafficking. 

 

“Amanda was great. Good communicator and did a great job on a translation.” 

 

“Misterios de Madrid” game guide (Spanish to English) June 2018 

The guide provided historic anecdotes about sites to see around the Spanish capital, along 

with instructions for competing teams to collect clues on the way to their destination. 

 
 

 


